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Company Name
Address
City
State
Zip Code
Phone Number
Fax Number
Web Site Address
Number of Years in Business
Federal Tax Identification Number (FEIN)
Provide the following information for each state in which the applicant has resident employees.
State Unemployment Information
State
Acct #
Rate %
(Attach Separately)
DESCRIBE YOUR OPERATIONS AND/OR SERVICES PROVIDED
Text box will automatically expand to accommodate extra text. If your company operates in multiple locations, please also provide a list of addresses, and a description of operations for each of the locations.  If you operate more than one legal entity, please provide detailed information, including the FEIN, for each entity.  (Attach separate sheet if necessary)
SPECIAL EXPOSURES
If answer is “Yes”, please explain in the comments section directly below the question. Text box will automatically expand to accommodate extra text.
1)  Does applicant's operations include volunteer or donated labor? If yes, explain below:
2)  Does applicant utilize sub-contractors to perform any work? If yes, explain below:
3)  Is applicant required to comply with any Union agreement(s)? If yes, explain below:
4)  Has applicant suffered any work-related fatalities in the past 5 years? If yes, explain below:
5)  Does applicant's operations involve any exposure to radioactive/nuclear materials? If yes, explain below:
6)  Does applicant's operations involve the unloading, repair or construction of watercraft or vessels, including
     work performed on barges and/or docks? If yes, explain below:
7)  Are any part of applicant's operations subject to USL&H, Jones Act or Federal Employees Liability Act
     exposures? If yes, explain below:
8)  Does applicant's operations involve any exposure to occupational diseases? (Including asbestos, caustics, 
     fumes, radiation, communicable diseases, repetitive motion) If yes, explain below:
9)  Is applicant engaged in the manufacturing, production, handling, refining, storage, distribution or  
     transportation of gases,  gasoline or flammables, explosives or explosive substances? If yes, explain below:
10) Does applicant's operations involve any exposure to hazardous materials (i.e. chemicals and/or flammables)?
        If yes, explain below:
11) Does applicant's operations involve exposure to burns? If yes, explain below:
12) Does applicant's operations involve excavating, tunneling, road boring, earth moving or any underground work?
         If yes, explain below:
13) Does applicant own, lease or charter aircraft or watercraft? If yes, explain below:
14) Does applicant's operations involve exposure to heights (over one story)? If yes, explain below:
15) Is applicant subject to Department of Transportation (DOT) requirements? If yes, explain below:
16) If so, does applicant's operations currently comply with DOT requirements? If yes, explain below:
17) Does applicant have or plan to have employees in other states and/or countries?
         If yes, please list all states and/or countries where applicant has employees or plans to have employees:
INSURANCE INFORMATION
Attach copy of policy Declaration Page for each
Present Workers' Compensation Carrier
Present General Liability Carrier
Present Auto Liability Carrier
Your Experience Modification Rate (MOD)         (Available from NCCI, or current W/C Dec Page)         
List of Attachments  - Please indicate the attachments being included.
         • If Loss Runs are unavailable, please provide a copy of the OSHA Logs and written authorization on your company letterhead to 
           obtain Loss Runs on your behalf.
         • If neither is available, please provide a written explanation of the circumstances and a detailed account of any work related
           claims made in the past three (3) years.
         • You must provide a detailed explanation of any incurred losses over $ 25,000.
The undersigned attests that the information stated herein is true and correct to the best of his or her knowledge. Authorization is hereby granted to verify business and credit references and obtain reports from credit reporting agencies as Odyssey may deem necessary.  This is a request for a proposal and not a Contract for services.  Before services will be rendered, underwriting approval of this submission must be obtained and the applicant must agree to the conditions of approval.  Such conditions, if applicable, may address the method of payment for services rendered and/or workplace criteria, among other things.
 
Pursuant to the terms of our Staff Services Agreement, Odyssey One Source, Inc. must be endorsed as an Additional Insured to your Commercial General Liability and Business Auto Liability coverages. This endorsement should be evidenced on an Acord form certificate, listing a Waiver of Subrogation in favor of Odyssey One Source, Inc..
Signature of Applicant
Title
Print Name
Date
8.2.1.4029.1.523496.503679
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